Zero-safe nets are a variation of Petri nets, where transactions can be suitably modeled. The idea is to distinguish between stable places (whose markings define observable states) and zero-safe places (where tokens can only be temporarily allocated, defining hidden states): Transactions must start and end in observable states. We propose an extension of the coordination language Linda, called TraLinda, where a few basic primitives for expressing transactions are introduced by means of different typing of tuples. By exploiting previous results of Busi, Gorrieri and Zavattaro on the net modeling of Linda-like languages, we define a concurrent operational semantics based on zero-safe nets for TraLinda, where the typing of tuples reflects evidently on the distinction between stable and zero-safe places.
Introduction
Place/transition Petri nets (PT nets) are a basic model for concurrent and distributed systems where two fundamental design postulates are exploited:
(i) states are multisets (of typed resources, i.e. tokens); and (ii) elementary actions (transition firings) can atomically fetch (and release) several state components, thus synchronizing tokens at the event level.
A main advantage of these assumptions is that the notion of concurrent firing (step) comes as a consequence of the multiset structure of states, i.e., computations can be straightforwardly equipped with a truly concurrent semantics (as opposed to interleaving semantics). Moreover, building on (i) and (ii), it is possible to define a taxonomy of models that encompasses some limitations of the basic paradigm:
• nets with read arcs (r-nets) allow for modeling "read without consume," where many readers can access concurrently the same resource (whereas in ordinary PT nets these operations are usually rendered via sequentializing self-loops);
Transaction as transition synchronization. While PT nets rely on place synchronization, they lack synchronization of transitions, which would allow to regard some (finite, but possibly complex and concurrent) computations as atomic events. Transition synchronization is e.g. essential in modeling distributed decision algorithms, where no particular location can implement a choice point. Our observation is probably not surprising, since the necessity of defining entities in isolation that can cooperate by sending and receiving information, but are otherwise seen like black boxes from the environment, was already evident in Dijkstra communicating processes and in process algebras. Transition synchronization is also a key aspect of open ended systems: When designing the processes in isolation, the programmer must consider all the interactions that can take place, but these may well depend on the received data and may require some atomicity assumptions on their execution (think e.g., of communication protocols, with transmission requests and acks, or of e-commerce applications, where customer's payment and goods/service delivery must be either both guaranteed or both canceled when the transaction ends).
We denote atomic computations in a concurrent scenario by the term transactions (abusing databases terminology). When adding transactions, two main issues must be handled: semantics, i.e. a theoretical characterization of transactions, making it possible to study their properties and the way in which they can be combined together (e.g., in parallel, sequentially); and algorithms, i.e. the development of distributed interpreters able to implement transactions, consistently with the semantic level (e.g., using backtrack). Hence, it is convenient to select a formal language where these issues can be easily dealt with also at the syntax level. The solution proposed in [5] tries to make these intuitions concrete. In fact, the simplest way to synchronize the execution of transitions in PT nets is via token exchanging over (a subset of) places. ZS nets exploit this idea by distinguishing between stable places (the ordinary repositories for resources, defining observable states) and zero safe places that cannot contain tokens in any observable state. The firing of a transition will possibly put tokens in zero-safe places, beginning a transaction; these tokens (called zero tokens) are used to coordinate the transaction. All zero tokens must be removed to commit the transaction. Moreover, all the stable tokens produced during the transaction are effectively released only when the transaction ends. Thus, all the stable resources fetched during the transaction must be present in the initial stable marking. This describes, to some extent, the low-level model.
At the abstract level, transactions must be seen as ordinary transitions. This viewpoint yields a PT net A B , which is the abstract counterpart of the ZS net B: the places of N are the stable places of B, and each transition of A B corresponds to an elementary transaction of B (i.e., a transaction that cannot be decomposed in two smaller disjoint transactions). Note that A B can become infinite also when B is finite, and that transactions retain all the causal and concurrent information about the synchronized evolution of B. Moreover, a distributed interpreter for ZS nets has been proposed in [4] , which is based on the ordinary net unfolding. Hence, ZS nets can be used, e.g. to give a modular presentation of distributed decision making, as any net can be modeled as the abstract counterpart of a free choice ZS net [4] .
Transactions in Linda.
Linda is the most representative language for coordination, where asynchronous communication is obtained by inserting, reading and withdrawing elements to and from a shared multiset of tuples. In a way which is analogous to the use of positive/negative contexts in nets, Linda also allows for testing the presence/absence of messages in the tuple space. Its communication mechanism is called generative because, once generated and until removed, each message become equally accessible to all processes without being bound to a particular one. However, no primitive for expressing transactions is in the core language (but see e.g., the extension proposed in [13] for studying serializability in JavaSpaces).
Thanks to the analogy with Petri nets (tuples as tokens), the idea is to provide a way for programming transactions by distinguishing a class of low-level messages whose only role is to coordinate the exchange of services or information between agents. We call zero-safe these messages, because it only makes sense for them to exist inside a transaction, i.e., their lifetime lasts as long as necessary for their producers and consumers to agreeing on some decision. The remaining messages are called stable to make clear that the information they contain contributes substantially to the actual configuration of the system.
As a simple example, let us consider the modeling of multiset rewriting: An agent P needs all the messages a 1 , ..., a n , regardless of the order in which they are consumed, to start a task Q. Of course, we look for a simple way of specifying that no process P can in the meantime fetch the resources a 1 , ..., a n , deadlocking P. The idea is to write P as the parallel composition of in(a 1 
where: all a i are stable, p Z is zero-safe, in is the input operation, out is the output operation and denotes the atomic prefixing, with Q prefixed n times by in(p Z ). Then, the transaction starts as soon as any a i is consumed and the atomic prefixing force the output of a zero-safe message p Z ; moreover, the transaction can only commit when n messages p Z have been produced, which the atomic prefix of Q can consume. Note that Q cannot be activated unless all a i have been retrieved. We call TraLinda the language obtained by extending the kernel of Linda with the primitives for transactions, which are partially described above.
Structure of the paper.
In Section 1, we recall the basics of Petri nets with read arcs, inhibitor arcs and zero-safe places, together with the syntax and the concurrent semantics of Linda. Section 2 introduces inhibitor arcs in the zero-safe approach, while Section 3 defines TraLinda and its concurrent semantics based on the nets discussed in Section 2.
Background

Petri nets
A net is a triple N = (S N , T N , F N ), where S N is the set of places a, a , . . ., T N is the set of transitions t,t , . . . (with S N ∩ T N = ∅), and The elements of F N are called arcs, and we write x F N y for (x, y) ∈ F N . We shall denote S N ∪ T N by N and omit subscripts when no confusion can arise. As usual, the pre-and postset of x ∈ N, are • x = {y ∈ N | y F x} and
A marking u: S → N is a finite multiset of places. It can be written either as u = {n 1 a 1 , ..., n k a k } where each n i dictates the number of tokens in a i (if n i = 0 then n i a i is omitted), or as the formal sum u = L a i ∈S n i a i denoting an element of the free commutative monoid S ⊕ on S (the monoidal operation is defined by (
with 0 as the unit). We shall overload the symbol ⊆ to denote multiset inclusion.
A marked place/transition Petri net (PT net) is a tuple N = (S, T, F, W, u in ) such that (S, T, F) is a net, the function W: F → N assigns a positive weight to each arc in F, and the finite multiset u in : S → N is the initial marking of N.
We find convenient to view F as a function F:
, with x F y ⇐⇒ F(x, y) = 0. Then, for PT nets we can represent both F and W as the multiset relation F:
For any transition t ∈ T , let pre(t) and post(t) be the multisets over S such that pre(t)(a) = F(a,t) and post(t)(a) = F(t, a), for all a ∈ S. We write t: u → v for a transition t with pre(t) = u and post(t) = v.
A marked net with read arcs (r-net) is a tuple R = (S, T, F, R, u in ), where N R = (S, T, F, u in ) is the underlying PT net and R: S × T → {0, 1} is the context relation. Though there are no technical difficulties in dealing with context multirelations (see e.g. [6] ), for the current presentation is simpler to consider just context relations, having in mind the maximum sharing hypothesis of [7] . We denote by ctx(t) the (multi)set of places defined by ctx(t)(a) = R(a,t) for all a ∈ S and by u the set {a | u(a) > 0} of non-empty places of u. The minimum amount of resources that t requires to be enabled is pre(t) ⊕ ctx(t): The tokens in pre(t) are fetched, while those in ctx(t) are just read, and other transitions can access them, concurrently with t. For t ∈ T with pre(t) = u, post(t) = v and ctx(t) = w, we write t: u w −→ v. For X a multiset of transitions, and u a marking, we say that X is enabled at u if
L t∈T X(t) · pre(t), with denoting multiset difference. Note that if u has enough tokens to satisfy also the 'context' of X, then v is obtained from u just by removing L t∈T X(t) · pre(t) and then adding L t∈T X(t) · post(t). The step relation can be equivalently defined by the inference rules in Figure 1 , that carry also information about the context used in the step. The meaning of u w =⇒ R v is that a step can lead from u to v reading w (note that u ⊇ w ⊆ v ). Idle tokens contribute to contexts. Transitions yield basic steps. When building larger steps, the maximum common context of the substeps is shared. Figure 2 . The inference rules for D .
Zero-safe nets
According to the ordinary terminology, in a '0-safe' net all places cannot contain any token in all reachable markings. We use the terminology zero-safe net -note the word 'zero' instead of the digit '0'-to mean that the net contains special places, called zero places, whose role is that of coordinating the atomic execution of transitions. However, no new interaction mechanism is needed, and the coordination of the transitions participating in a step is handled by the usual token-pushing rules of nets, assuming late delivery of stable tokens (postponed to the end of the transaction). Zero-safe places cannot contain any token in any observable state.
A zero-safe net (ZS net) is a tuple B = (S, T, F, u in , Z) where N B = (S, T, F, u in ) is the underlying PT net of B and Z ⊆ S is the set of zero places. The places in L B = S Z are called stable places. A stable marking is a multiset of stable places, and the initial marking u in must be stable. Stable markings describe observable states, whereas the presence of one or more zero tokens in a given marking makes it be unobservable. We call stable tokens and zero tokens the tokens that respectively belong to stable places and to zero places. Since S ⊕ is a free commutative monoid, S ⊕ L ⊕ ×Z ⊕ and we can write t: (u, x) → (v, y) for a transition t with pre(t) = u⊕x and post(t) = v ⊕ y, where u and v are stable multisets and x, y ∈ Z ⊕ .
Zero-safe nets have been introduced in [2, 3] and then extended in [6] , by allowing the combined use of zero places and read arcs. A ZS r-net is a tuple D = (S, T, F, R, Z, u in ) such that R D = (S, T, F, R, u in ) is a r-net and (S, T, F, Z, u in ) is a ZS net. Though zero places can be used as context in [6] , for simplicity we shall assume that ctx(t) ⊆ S Z for all t ∈ T . In defining the dynamics of ZS r-nets, we can follow two main alternatives. The crucial point is whether to forbid or not that a stable token is read (possibly many times) and then also fetched during the same transaction. In the following we consider the semantics that forbids these kinds of consumptions, which is illustrated in Figure 2 (where u, v, w ∈ L ⊕ and x, y, y ∈ Z ⊕ ). The second rule is crucial: it sequentializes on zero tokens, while composing in parallel on stable tokens (sharing the whole stable context w of the two substeps).
At the abstract level, the system modeled by D can be equivalently described via an r-net
. Among the several r-nets that satisfy these conditions we can choose the optimal one, whose transitions represent the proofs of transaction steps u w D v taken up to equivalence (permutation of concurrent events) and that cannot be decomposed into shorter proofs. When these two conditions are verified, the concurrent kernel of the behavior has been identified, and all the steps can be generated by it. (The abstract net can be defined according to either the collective or the individual token philosophy noticed in [17] : the two approaches yield the same step relation but different abstract nets.) Figure 3 . Linda-like process calculus.
Concurrent semantics for Linda
Thanks to their visual representation and their straightforward encoding of concurrency, nets have often been used as a computational model for concurrent and distributed languages such as Linda. The communication primitives of Linda are:
(1) the output of a message out(a); (2) the reading of a message (without consuming it) rd(a); and (3) the fetching of a message in(a), after which the message is no longer available in the tuple space. Two additional predicates rdp(a) and inp(a) allow, respectively, for (4) checking for the presence of a message without consuming it; and (5) atomically testing and consume the message if present. The two predicates can be used as the boolean component of conditional constructs. In [10, 9] , first a process calculus is introduced, which embeds all the above primitives and then ri-nets are used to give a truly concurrent semantics to the calculus. In particular, the rd(a) operation is modeled via read arcs (allowing for multiple concurrent readings of a), while predicates also require inhibitor arcs (to acknowledge the absence of messages, acting consequently). We recall that an rinet is an r-net (S, T, F, R, u in ) together with a relation I ⊆ T × S, which expresses negative enabling conditions: if I(t, a), then t is never enabled at u with u(a) > 0.
It is worth noticing that the semantics of the out(a) operation can give rise to two different interpretations: ordered, where the emission and the rendering of a message form a single and atomic action; or unordered, where emission and rendering are two autonomous actions. The difference is crucial, because in the second case, deadlock is decidable (it is possible to find an ordinary PT nets which is deadlock equivalent to the ri-net of the original encoding [10] ). The syntax of the language is recalled in Figure 3 , where the prefix !in(a) means guarded replication and a represents a message in the tuple space. Due to space limitation we refer to [10] for the net encoding. Roughly speaking, the net modeling of Linda is defined by associating distinct places with messages a and sequential processes P, and suitable transitions with computational moves of sequential processes. A marking of the resulting net is a multiset of active processes and messages in the tuple space.
For example, for any process of the form P = rdp(a)?P 1 : P 2 , the modeling net involves two transitions having the place P as preset, a read (resp. inhibitor) arc to a , and dec(P 1 ) (resp. dec(P 2 )) as postset, with dec( ) the obvious decomposition function of processes into the multiset of their sequential components. Then, according to the ordered semantics, outputs are modeled via transitions with preset out(a).P and postset a ⊕ dec(P), whereas according to the unordered semantics, for each message a an additional place a is considered that models emitted messages not yet available to other processes, and consequently, two transitions are considered: one from out(a).P to a ⊕ dec(P) and the other from a to a . Figure 4 . Is the abstract behavior of this net correct? 
Zero-safe nets with inhibitor arcs
Our first goal is to extend the zero-safe approach to nets with inhibitor arcs. This is not completely straightforward, as the following example demonstrates. Let us consider the net in Figure 4 . At the abstract level, there are two apparently independent transactions: one from a 1 to a 2 (atomic execution of t 1 followed by t 2 ) and one from a 3 to a 4 , but of course at the low level this activities can hardly be seen as independent because of the token flow in z 1 , which disappears at the abstract level.
To solve this ambiguity, we restrict the usage of inhibitor arcs to stable places only. We let t I = {a | I(t, a)}, and assume that relations F, R, I are pairwise disjoint. The operational semantics of ordinary ri-nets C is recalled in Figure 5 , where in the third rule we assume (
In fact, when composing two steps in parallel, we must check that each step does not involve tokens that inhibit the execution of the other step. A generic step X Ð × Ñ Ö Ò Õ Ó Ô u w =⇒ C v means that v can be reached from u reading w, and also that this step can be applied inside any other marking u ⊇ u provided that u (a) = 0 for all a ∈ X. The operational semantics of ZS ri-nets is then the obvious extension illustrated in Figure 6 (where in the third rule we assume again (
, because we never concatenate on inhibitor places (they must be stable, and therefore the third rule just behaves like the parallel composition for them).
Analogously to [5] , we can define the abstract ri-net A E of E according to the two main philosophies of concurrency (collective or individual token), by char- 
Transactions in Linda
Our second goal is to define a satisfactory treatment of transactions in Linda. The idea is to distinguishing between low-level (i.e., zero-safe) and high-level (i.e., stable) messages. Hence we assume two disjoint types, H and L, and a typing relation a : τ are given, such that the predicates µ of conditional expressions can only test for presence of observable messages a : H. Moreover, we introduce the atomic prefixing η P, where η can only be executed if P can commit. The suitable semantic framework where to interpret the resulting language, that we call TraLinda, is then provided by ZS ri-nets. In fact we can straightforwardly adopt the translation in [10] to get a finite ri-net C(P) for each agent P, and then take the subset of places associated to temporary messages as the set of zero-safe places. To handle atomic prefixing, we must also introduce a zero-safe place P Z for each sequential agent P, which replaces P in the postsets of transitions associated with (atomic) prefixing. Since inhibitor arcs are only inserted because of conditional statements and the boolean predicates can only involve observable messages, we have that the resulting net E(P) is a ZS ri-net, and as such it comes equipped with an abstract view of the system, which is the ri-net A E(P) .
For example, in P = out(a).0|in(a).0, the two sequential subprocesses Q = out(a).0 and R = in(a).0 can communicate asynchronously if a : H, but must communicate synchronously if a : L. In fact, in E(P) we have the initial marking Q ⊕ R, with a transition t 1 : Q → a ⊕ 0 for the first process, and a transition t 2 : R ⊕ a → 0 for the second process, where a is zero-safe iff a : L. Thus, if a : L, a firing of t 1 opens a transaction that only the firing of t 2 can commit, resulting in the abstract transition from Q ⊕ R to 2 · 0 (two inactive processes/tokens), where the two operations are executed atomically (i.e., they are synchronized at the abstract level).
As another example, let a, b, c : H and take the process P = rd (a) 
in(b) out(c).0|rd(b) in(a) out(c).0| a | b .
Then, only one of the two atomic threads can be executed, because the same stable token (e.g., a or b ) cannot be first read and then consumed during the same transaction. Thus, if Q = rd(a) in(b) out(c).0 is executed first, then the message b is fetched and cannot be read by R = rd(b) in(a) out(c) .0, while if R executes, then a is consumed (see Figure 7) . In fact, at the abstract level we have a transition from Q ⊕ b to c ⊕ 0 and context a associated with the Q thread, and a transition from R⊕ a to c ⊕0 and context b corresponding to the R thread. The situation is very different if P = rd (a) 
.in(b).out(c).0|rd(b).in(a).out(c).0| a | b
is considered, where first the two read operations can be executed concurrently, then the two messages a and b can be retrieved, and finally two copies of the message out(c) can be emitted.
Conclusion
We have shown how to handle inhibitor arcs inside the zero-safe approach, with application to the modeling of transactions in the original extension TraLinda of the language Linda. The results presented here are part of a broader research, which aims at integrating the zero-safe approach with distributed languages such as the Join calculus or the JavaSpaces middleware [18] , to obtain a general purpose environment where distributed transactions can be faithfully designed, programmed and executed. In particular, though recent results suggest that several techniques inspired by Linda-like coordination languages are also adequate to deal with JavaSpaces, due to space limitation, we leave to the full version of this paper the comparison with the coordination primitives considered e.g. in [14, 13] , together with a precise relationship between the zero-safe approach and the ordered/unordered semantics of Linda.
